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Abstract 

This paper proposes a technique for im
proving the performance of an OCR sys
tem that uses information about equivalent 
word images inside a document. Words that 
are repeated inside a document are grouped 
into clusters by an image matching algo
rithm. The decisions of an OCR algorithm 
about the identities of those words are used 
to generate a common recognition result for 
each of the original word images. This tech
nique thus combines information from the 
document image (word image clusters) with 
recognition results to correct errors made by 
OCR systems on different instances of the 
same word. Experimental results are pre
sented that show about 50% of the words in 
a document are repeated two or more times. 
A clustering algorithm is able to reliably lo
cate a large percentage of these words in the 
presence of noise. Experiments on images 
degraded with uniform noise show that the 
correct rate of a commercial OCR system 
can be improved from 79% to 92% on the 

words in those clusters. A n error analysis is 
given that shows with further development 
correct rates in the 98+ % range are achiev
able. 

1 Introduction 

The objective of visual text recognition is to 
transform an arbitrary image of text into 
its symbolic equivalent correctly. Given a 
high quality text page, current commercial 
document recognition systems can recog
nize the words on the page at a high correct 
rate [2, 16, 17]. However, given a degraded 
text page, such as a multiple-generation 
photocopy or facsimile, their performance 
usually drops abruptly [1, 15]. 
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Third v..-as tire loss of life at the South 
African-guarded Calueque Dam projed. 
close to the Angolan border, when Cuban 
Mtgv23 jets attacked in June, The latter 
engagement estabtished the w~Jgo1an and 
Cuban air forces' superiority O\~ Sooth 
~~s [or the first time. 

South Africa~ s military setbacks reN 
suited in a !narked shift in the .locus of its. 
strategizing vis-a~vis Angola and Nami
oo--:aVt'aY from the mititary hardtinerst 

such as Defense Minister Magnus Ma
~ armed forces chief Gen. Jannie J. 
Geldenhuys; and others in the State Se
curity Council, and back to ~ South Af .. 
rican cabinet and the ffiQie pragmatic aIr 
proach ofPoreign Minister Pik Botha and 
Neil Van Heerde~ director-general Q{ 
the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

Third ~as the loss of lffe ~t ie South 
Abican-guarded Calueque Dam prcect 
close to the Angolarl border, ~hen Cuban 
Hig 23 jets attaclced in June. The latter 
engagement established the Angolail and 
Cuban air forces' supenonty over South 
Aica's for the list time. 
South A~ica's mflitary setbacks reO 
suSted in a marked sit m the locus of its 
strategizing vis-vis Angda and Nami
biaauxy boin the rnilitary hardliners, 
sucb as llefense Minister MaBnus Ha
anned forces chIef GexL Janrue J. 
Gelderiuys, and others in the State Se
cunty Councii, ard back to the South Af
rican cabinet and the more praanauc a~ 
proach of Foreign Minister Pik Botha and 
Neil Han Heerden, director-general of 
the [)eparanent of Foreign Affairs. 

(b) 

(a) 

Third ~as the loss of lifee at die South 
Abican-guarded Calueque Dam protect 
close to the Angolarl border, ~hen Cuban 
Hig 23 jets attacked in June. The latter 
engagement established the Angolail and 
Cuban air forces' supenonty over South 
Aica's for the list time. 
South A~ica's mflitary setbacks reO 
Suited in a marked sit m the locus of its 
strategizing vis-vis Angola and Nami
biaa~ay Coin the military hardliners, 
such as defense Minister Magnum Ha-
anned forces chief GexL Janrue J. 
Gelderiuys, and others in the State Se
cunty Council, arid back to the South Af
rican cabinet and the more praanauc apt 
preach of Foreign Hinister Pik Botha and 
Neil Han Heerden, director-general of 
the [)eparanent of Foreign Affairs. 

( c) 

Figure 1: fragment of a degraded text page and its OCR results. (a) A text 
block; (b) OCR results with no dictionary; (c) OCR result when the dictionary 
is used. 
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Figure 1 (a) is a fragment of text ex
tracted from a degraded journal page. Such 
an image can be read correctly by a hu
man but the OCR system makes a signifi
cant number of mistakes. The recognition 
results generated by a commercial OCR sys
tem are also shown in the same figure. Fig
ure 1 (b) shows the OCR result without us
ing the built-in dictionary and Figure 1 (c) 
is the result with the dictionary. 

OCR OCR 
(no Diet.) (with Diet.) 

Ie die 

Wlmg.OO12 , project Pf'»CI proloc1 

I 
Wlmg.C016 I Angolan Angolatl Angollut 

Wlmg.0023 attacked a!taclood altad<od 

Wlmg.C039 Africa's A.ica', Aic.a's 

Wlmg.0042 first lisl Ii., 
Wlmg.OO54 m 
Wlmg.0061 Angola Angd.l Angola 

Wlmg.OO65 from boln Coin 

Wlmg.l1069 such sue!> sucl1 

Wllng.OO71 Defense n.''''$6 defense 

Wlmg.0077 chief cIllel cIll.' 

Wlmg.OO9O and aid arid 

ap-. apt 

proach proach p,.",.;h 

Figure 2: Examples of word recogni
tion errors made by the OCR 

OCR errors are supposed to be detected 
and corrected during contextual postpro
cessing. Most postprocessing methods use 
linguistic knowledge sources to detect and 
correct potential errors. Techniques such 
as character-n-gram-based relaxation, dic
tionary lookup and string editing have been 
developed [4, 5, 11, 12, 18]. 

Figure 2 lists some word images 
and their OCR results with and with-
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out postprocessing. For some word im
ages, such as "Wlmg.0023", "Wlmg.0061", 
"Wlmg.0069" and "Wlmg.0077", recogni
tion results are not correct. By using 
the dictionary, some errors can be de
tected and corrected. However, for other 
word images in the figure, lexical knowledge 
is not helpful either to detect or to cor
rect possible errors. For the word images 
"Wlmg.0042" and "Wlmg.0054", the er
rors were not detected, and therefore, were 
not corrected because the recognition re
sults are valid dictionary words. For other 
images like "Wlmg.OOO7", "Wlmg.0012", 
"Wlmg.0065", "Wlmg.0071" and 
"Wlmg.Ol02", recognition errors were de
tected because their postprocessing results 
are different from the original OCR results. 
But the decision words were chosen incor
rectly among several word candidates sug
gested by dictionary lookup and string edit
ing. 

In this paper a method for postprocess
ing OCR results is proposed that combines 
visual inter-word constraints with OCR re
sults. This approach is based on the 
following observations about the linguis
tic and typographic characteristics of doc
ument pages and the performance of OCR 
systems on degraded documents. 

.. In a text page, there are usually many 
occurrences of the same words. For ex
ample, in a normal English text, many 
function words and content words oc
cur repeatedly. Because of the fact 
that the text on a given page is usually 
printed in a limited number of fonts, 
images of the same word are usually 
very similar. 

.. If two word images are equivalent, 
their recognition results should be the 
same. However, a commercial OCR 
often makes different decisions on dif
ferent instances of the same word, es
pecially when the document page is se
riously degraded (see Figure 3). This 
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is understandable since variations in 
local noise, which may have no signif
icant effect on the overall shape of a 
word, do make character segmentation 
and character classification difficult. 

Based on these observations, an algo
rithm is proposed that first locates clusters 
of equivalent words in a document. A high 
accuracy is hypothesized for clustering since 
it uses global characteristics of word images 
that are not altered by local noise. The de
cisions of the OCR for the words in a clus
ter are then combined to generate a single 
consensus decision for these words. This 
should compensate for the case where an 
OCR makes different decisions on word im
ages that are the same. 

IMAGE OCR 

military mflitary 

military military 

die first list 

the first first 

Figure 3: Inconsistent OCR results on 
word images that are visually similar. 

In the rest of this paper, we present 
the proposed approach. First, we discuss 
how to measure visual equivalence among 
word images through word image matching. 
Then, we describe how visual word equiv
alence constraints are used to postprocess 
OCR results so that many OCR errors can 
be detected and corrected. Then, some pre
liminary experimental results are reported. 
Finally, conclusions and future directions 
are presented. 

2 Image Equivalence and 
Word Image Clustering 

The visual similarity between two binary 
images of the same size can be measured 
quantitatively by how much the images 
match at the pixel level [10]. Let A and 
B be two m X n binary images. Inside 
an image, "I" and "0" denote "black" and 
"white" pixel respectively. We measure vi
sual similarity between A and B as 

(A B) = L:i L:j(Aij 1\ Bij) 
T, "\"'v< "\"'T}(A·' V B .. ) 

f...J~ f...J:J 2) ~:J 

where "1\" and "V" are and and OT op
erators respectively. The higher the mea
surement T is, the better two images match. 
When two images, A and B, are slightly dif
ferent in size, the similarity between them 
can be defined by the maximal matching 
obtained if A is shifted over B. By setting 
a proper threshold TO, we can define that 
two word images are visually equivalent if 
T(A,B) > TO. 

Given a sequence of word images from 
a text page, the visual equivalence among 
the word images can be computed by word 
image clustering [14]. After image cluster
ing, images in the same cluster are visually 
equivalent. After clustering the word im
ages extracted from Figure 1, the clusters 
with multiple images are listed in Figure 4. 

3 Postprocessing 
OCR Output with Image 
Equivalence 

The postprocessing method is applied to 
those word images that are equivalent to 
at least one other image in an input doc
ument (i.e, the images that occur in large 
clusters), This method is not applicable to 
the other word images that are included in 
clusters by themselves. 

Figure 5 is the outline of the algorithm 
for postprocessing. For a cluster, if there 
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Cluster 0: the the the the the the the the the the the 
Cluster 1: and and and and and and 
Cluster 2: of of of of of 
Cluster 3: in in in in 
Cluster 4: South South South South 
Cluster 5: Cuban Cuban 
Cluster 6: Africa's Africa's 
Cluster 7: military military 

Cluster 8: Minister Minister 
Cluster 9: Foreign Foreign 
Cluster 10: to to 
Cluster 11: Angolan Angolan 

Figure 4: Examples of word image clusters. 

exists any disagreements among the recog
nition results for the word images in that 
cluster, some of the word images in the clus
ter have not been recognized correctly. Af
ter detecting a cluster with such an incon
sistency, the error correction step is applied 
to choose a single decision for all the words 
in the cluster. There are several criteria for 
selecting the single decision. They are listed 
below: 

• Majority voting: if there are several 
images in the cluster and most of 
them have the same decision as their 
OCR result, that decision will become 
the decision for the cluster (see Fig
ure 6 (a)); 

• Dictionary lookup: if two candidates 
have the same number of votes, the 
one which is a valid dictionary entry 
is preferred( see Figure 6 (b)); 

• Rejection: if all candidates have an 
equal number of votes and none of 
them are valid words, the postprocess
ing method described here will not se-

T. Hong and .J . .J. Hull 

lect a decision for the cluster( see Fig
ure 6 (c)). 

4 Preliminary Results 

Sixteen document pages were selected as 
testing samples. Among them, twelve pages 
are from two multiple-page journal articles 
in CEDAR's journal page database. The re
maining four pages are from UNLV's DOE 
image database that is available on the 
cdrom released by the University of Wash
ington. More details about the testing sam
ples are described in Table 1. We list the 
number of words for each page and the num
ber of words which have at least another 
word instance in the page. On average, 
about sixty percent of the words in a page 
are repeated at least once in some other po
sition. 

Noise was added to the original images 
to simulate the effect of a multiple genera
tion photocopy. We used the University of 
Washington document degradation modeJ 
(DDM) [13] to add two different levels of 
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extract all word images from the text image; 

word image clustering; 

/ * error detection through consistency analysis * / 
for each cluster e, where lei> 1, do 

if there is disagreement among the images on recognition result 
then 

end if 
end for 

mark the cluster as inconsistent; 

/ * error correction * / 
for each cluster e, which was marked as inconsistent, do 

select a decision word for the cluster 
using majority voting, dictionary lookup and other criteria; 

all images use the decision of the cluster as their recognition result; 
end for 

Figure 5: Outline of the postprocessing algorithm 

local noise, which are denoted as ddl and 
dd2. The parameter settings for ddl are 
(420,0.0,1.0,2.5,1.0,1.0,2); the parameter 
settings for dd2 
are (820,0.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,3). The image 
generated using dd2 is more noisy than dd1. 
Figure 7 shows the effect of dd1 and dd2 on 
a fragment of an example page. 

A Caere OCR system was used to com
pute OCR results and the coordinates of 
bounding boxes for the word images in each 
document. The ASCII truth data was gen
erated from on the OCR output on the orig
inal images because the Caere OCR per
formance was very good (on average, word 
recognition accuracy is 98.3% and 96.6% ac
cording to whether or not the dictionary is 
used). 

For degraded images generated by ddl 

and dd2, the OCR performance dropped 
significantly in two respects: word segmen
tation accuracy and word recognition cor
rect rate. For pages with noise at the ddl 
level, if the OCR's dictionary is turned off, 
the word recognition correct rate is 71.4%. 
If the dictionary is used, the word recogni
tion correct rate is 80.6%. For pages with 
noise at the dd2level, the word recognition 
correct rate is 60.1 % when the dictionary is 
disabled and 70.9% when it is used. 

Word image clustering was performed 
using the coordinates of the word bounding 
boxes provided by the OCR package. Af
ter clustering, all large clusters (i.e., those 
clusters that contain two or more images) 
were located. The threshold TO was set uni
formly as 0.60. About half the word images 
in a typical page are included in the clus-
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ID TYPE NUM OF NUMOF NOTES 
WORDS REPEATED WORDS 

Al Text 822 455 AI-A5 are from 
A2 Text 1119 683 a five-page journal 
A3 Text 564 355 article AA052532 
A4 Text 1230 846 in CEDAR's database 
A5 Text 735 444 
Dl Text 350 175 DI-D7 are from 
D2 Text 469 217 a seven-page journal 
D3 Text 693 406 article DK074491 
D4 Text 835 521 in CEDAR's database 
D5 Text 536 260 
D6 Text 683 336 
D7 Text 1021 572 
Nl Reference 856 508 N022BIN in UW's CDROM 
N2 Text &Reference 807 477 N036BIN in UW's CDROM 
N3 Text 766 515 N03MBIN in UW's CDROM 
N4 Text 1052 707 N04FBIN in UW's CDROM 

Total 12538 7477 

Table 1: 16 document pages are used for testing 

ters. 

The three different postprocessing 
strategies were used to select a decision for 
each large cluster. They are: (1). major
ity vote; (2). majority voting plus dictio
nary lookup; and (3). majority voting plus 
dictionary lookup with the option of rejec
tion. The dictionary used here is the word 
list collected from the Brown Corpus and 
the Penn Treebank. There are more than 
70,000 words in the list. The best improve
ment was made by the third strategy. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the performance 
on the words in large clusters. On this 
subset of word images, the improvement of 
the proposed postprocessing algorithm was 
significant. For the OCR results on pages 
with noise at the ddl level and without us
ing the dictionary, the third postprocessing 
strategy improved the correct rate to 91.5% 
from the original 78.7%. For the OCR re
sults on pages with noise at the ddl level 

T. Hong and J.J. Hull 

and with using the dictionary, the third 
postprocessing strategy improved the cor
rect rate to 92.5% from original 86.4%. For 
the OCR results on pages with noise at the 
dd2level and when using the dictionary, the 
third postprocessing strategy improved the 
correct rate to 91.1 % from original 69.8%. 
For the OCR results on pages with noise at 
dd2 level and with using the dictionary, the 
third postprocessing strategy improved the 
correct rate to 92.3% from original 79.3%; 

5 Error Analysis and fu
ture Improvements 

The potential improvement in performance 
possible with further refinements of the al
gorithm presented in this paper are illus
trated by an analysis of the errors made 
when page Al with dd2 noise was pro
cessed. Out of the 380 words in large clus-
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IMAGES 
InCLUSn:R 

OCR 
OUTPUT 

DECISION 
WORD 

IMAm:." 
InCI.USTER 

OCR 
OUTI'UT 

DECISION 
WORD 

IMAGt:S 
InCl.USTER 

OCR 
OUTPUT 

I)F.CISION 
WORD 

and and and and and and 

~~V~d 
and 

(a) 

military military 
military military 

Majority ~~ + ~ Lookup 
".JI> 
military 

(b) 

Angolan Angolan 
Angolan Angolall 

MajOrit;v.~ + pc~ary Lookup 

" REJECTION 

(c) 

Figure 6: Determining a decision for 
a cluster with multiple entries. (a). 
Majority voting; (b). Majority voting 
+ dictionary lookup; (c). Rejection 

ters, 24 were recognized incorrectly and 15 
were rejected when the M+D+R postpro
cessing method was used. Figure 8 shows 
the contents of the clusters calculated from 
document Al that were incorrectly recog
nized. The decision made by the OCR 
package, the output of the postprocessing 
algorithm, and the truth value for each 
word are given. The decision made by the 
postprocessing algorithm for each cluster is 
shown after the identifier for the cluster. 

Cluster 16 shows that the first character 
"A" was correctly recognized in three out 
of the six words in the cluster and the last 
four characters "ica's" were correctly recog
nized in four out of six cases. If the loca
tions of the character segmentation points 
were available in those word images, the 
portion of the words between the" A" and 
the "ica's" could be further inspected and 

Third was t.he toss of life at the South 
Af:rican~guatded Calueque Dam project 
close to the Angolan border, when Cuban 
~1ig~23 jets attacked in June. The latter 
engagement established the Angolan and 
Cuban air forces· superiority over South 
Africa's f()r the ftrst time. 

(a). Original Image 

Third was the IQSs of life at the South 
AfticaIl-guarded Caiueque Dam project 
close to the Angolan border, when Cuban 
Mig423 jets attacked in June. The Jattef 
engagement established the Angolan and 
Cuban air force~ superiority over South 
Africa's for the fIrSt time. 

(b). DDM dd1 

1biro was the loss ()f life at the South 
ft~·guarded OUueque Darn project 
close t.o the Ang,)lan border._ when Cuban 
l\iig .. 2~5 jets attacked in June. The latter 
engagemem eS'L1bished the Angolan ~ 
Cuban air forces· superiority ove.r South 
Africa's for the first time. 

(c). DDM = dd2 

Figure 7: Degraded document images 
were generated with the UW docu
ment degradation model (DDM). 

compared to portions of words that were 
successfully recognized in other words to de
rive the decision that the missing characters 
are the ligature "fr". Such a divide-and
conquer strategy may also be applicable to 
clusters 45, 47, 51, and 80. 

Another subset of the errors are at
tributable to proper nouns that are not in 
the dictionary. In clusters 41, 43, 59, and 
66, the correct choice was among the deci
sions in the cluster. It was just not cho
sen by the postprocessing algorithm. This 
could be solved by including more proper 
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nouns in the dictionary or perhaps detect
ing proper nouns a-priori [3] and recogniz
ing them with a specialized form of divide
and-conquer. Cluster .52 would be best 
solved by the second form of this strategy. 

The remainder of the errors illustrate 
the need for improving the rejection strat
egy or that some errors are probably non
recoverable. Cluster 38 contains three dif
ferent legal dictionary words. In this case 
all three words should be rejected. Clusters 
68 and 79 contain alternative decisions that 
are legal dictionary words. The best way to 
solve these choices is probably to employ 
a different form of postprocessing such as 
word transition probabilities [8, 9] or pars
ing [7]. 

Thus, there is the potential with further 
development of the algorithm proposed in 
this paper to correct all but four of the er
rors. This would yield a 99% correct rate 
with no errors if the divide-and-conquer 
strategy always made the correct decision. 

6 Conclusions and Future 
Directions 

An OCR postprocessing method based on 
word image equivalence was proposed. The 
method combines information about which 
word images are equivalent with the recog
nition results calculated on those words by a 
commercial OCR package. The result is an 
algorithm that corrects errors made when 
different instances of the same word are as
signed different identities by an OCR. 

Experiments on 16 degraded document 
pages (with over 12,000 words in total) 
show that on a large portion of the word 
images (more than half the words in the 
pages), the method improved the word 
recognhion accuracy from 70% to 92%. By 
analyzing the errors on one page, it was 
found that there is still room to further im
prove the performance of the proposed ap
proach. With further refinements, the pro-

T. Hong and J .. J. Hull 

posed algorithm could have an accuracy as 
high as 99% correct if the errors made on 
the selected page are representative of the 
errors in general. 

The method works only for a portion 
of the words in a document page. But the 
approach can be extended to the more gen
eral situation. Word image equivalence is 
only one of several visual inter-word rela
tions that we have observed [6]. The other 
types of relations concern partial similar
ity. For example, one word image can be a 
subpattern of another word image, or two 
word images can match very well on their 
left parts, and so on. The coverage of re
lations based on visual partial similarity is 
much larger than that of relations based on 
visual word equivalence. Future work will 
be directed toward exploring the use of par
tial relations further. 
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OCR 
ID OPT ACCURACY 
Al ND 79.4%(339/427) 

WD 85.0%(363/427) 
A2 ND 77.4%(501/647) 

WD 83.6%(541/647) 
A3 ND 73.1 %(256/350) 

WD 83.4%(292/350) 
A4 ND 74.5%( 644/864) 

WD 84.3%(728/864) 
A5 ND 70.1 %(283/ 404) 

WD 78.5%(317/404) 
D1 ND 90.5%(143/158) 

WD 95.6%(151/158) 
D2 ND 88.4%(175/198) 

WD 95.5%(189/198) 
D3 ND 90.7%(341/376) 

WD 95.2%(358/376) 
D4 ND 81.6%(399/489) 

WD 93.9%(459/489) 
D5 ND 90.9%(209/230) 

WD 97.4%(224/230) 
D6 ND 82.2%(221/269) 

WD 89.6%(241/269) 
D7 ND 82.2%(425/517) 

WD 92.5%( 478/517) 
N1 ND 69.0%(342/496) 

WD 72.5%(361/498) 
N2 ND 79.2%(357/451) 

WD 85.6%(386/451) 
N3 ND 73.3%(291/397) 

WD 84.1 %(334/397) 
N4 ND 80.9%( 499/617) 

WD 86.7%(535/617) 
Total ND 78.7%(5425/6890) 

WD 86.4%(5957/6892) 
. . 

ND: wIthout usmg dIctIOnary 
M: Majority Voting 

POSTPROCESSIN G 
M M+D 
88.1 %(376/427) 88.8%(379/427) 
90.9%(388/427) 91.6%(391/427) 
91.0%(589/647) 92.6%(599/647) 
93.2%(603/647) 94.0%(608/647) 
74.6%(261/350) 76.6%(268/350) 
82.3%(288/350) 83.4%(292/350) 
77.8%(672/864) 81.1 %(701/864) 
85.5%(739/864) 87.5%(756/864) 
70.8%(286/404) 73.3%(296/404) 
77.0%(311/404) 80.9%(327/404) 
94.3%(149/158) 96.8%(153/158) 
96.8%(153/158) 96.8%(153/158) 
94.4%(187/198) 95.5%(189/198) 
95.5%(189/198) 95.5%(189/198) 
92.3%(347/376) 94.4%(355/376) 
95.2%(358/376) 95.2%(358/376) 
91.4%(447/489) 95.3%( 466/489) 
95.9%( 469/489) 96.3%( 471/ 489) 
94.4%(217/230) 96.1 %(221/230) 
97.0%(223/230) 97.0%(223/230) 
88.9%(239/269) 90.3%(243/269) 
92.6%(249/269) 92.6%(249/269) 
90.7%( 469/517) 94.4%( 488/517) 
95.2%( 492/517) 95.9%( 496/517) 
74.0%(367/496) 78.2%(388/496) 
75.9%(378/498) 80.1 %(399/498) 
86.7%(391/451) 89.6%( 404/451) 
90.0%( 406/451) 90.5%( 408/451) 
80.1 %(318/397) 84.9%(337/397) 
85.1 %(338/397) 87.4%(347/397) 
85.7%(529/617) 88.2%(544/617) 
88.7%(547/617) 89.3%(551/617) 
84.8%(5844/6890) 87.5%(6031/6890) 
89.0%(6131/6892) 90.2%(6218/6892) .. 
WN: usmg dIctIOnary 
D: Dictionary Lookup 

M+D+R 
95.6%(373/390) 
96.0%(387/403) 
96.2%(587/610) 
96.3%(595/618) 
81.9%(266/325) 
85.6%(290/339) 
84.3%(701/832) 
87.9%(756/860) 
79.5%(295/371) 
84.5%(326/386) 
96.8%(153/158) 
96.8%(153/158) 
97.9%(185/189) 
96.9%(187/193) 
95.4%(353/370) 
95.7%(356/372) 
96.7%(463/479) 
96.9%( 468/483) 
97.4%(220/226) 
97.0%(223/230) 
95.2%(240/252) 
95.4%(248/260) 
96.4%( 485/503) 
96.9%( 493/509) 
87.4%(376/430) 
87.8%(387/441) 
93.0%(396/426) 
92.6%( 401/433) 
90.0%(331/368) 
89.8%(343/382) 
92.0%(530/576) 
92.5%(540/584) 
91.5%(5954/6505) 
92.5%(6153/6651) 

R: Rejection 

Table 2: Postprocessing results on words from large clusters(DDM = ddl) 
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OCR 
ID OPT ACCURACY 
Al ND 66.8%(253/379) 

WD 76.6%(291/380) 
A2 ND 64.4%(369/573) 

WD 75.1%( 432/575) 
A3 ND 70.7%(239/338) 

WD 80.1%(270/337) 
A4 ND 69.0%(586/849) 

WD 79.7%(677/849) 
A5 ND 63.2%(239/378) 

WD 73.4%(279/380) 
D1 ND 87.3%(131/150) 

WD 96.7%(145/150) 
D2 ND 79.6%(152/191) 

WD 89.1%(170/191) 
D3 ND 84.7%(322/380) 

WD 96.1 %(365/380) 
D4 ND 72.7%(354/487) 

WD 87.1%( 424/487) 
D5 ND 80.8%(181/224) 

WD 93.3%(209/224) 
D6 ND 62.4%(169/271 ) 

WD 62.4%(169/271) 
D7 ND 73.7%(373/506) 

WD 87.6%( 444/507) 
N1 ND 57.1%(265/464) 

WD 57.3%(266/464) 
N2 ND 69.1 %(304/440) 

WD 76.1%(335/440) 
N3 ND 67.0%(240/358) 

WD 77.7%(278/358) 
N4 ND 70.2%( 415/591) 

WD 78.8%( 465/590) 
Total ND 69.8%( 4592/6579) 

WD 79.3%(5219/6583) .. 
ND: wIthout usmg dIctIOnary 
M: Majority Voting 

POSTPROCESSING 
M M+D 
84.7%(321/379) 88.7%(336/379) 
89.0%(338/380) 89.5%(340/380) 
89.0%( 464/573) 86.7%(497/573) 
88.5%(509/575) 91.5%(526/575) 
78.1 %(264/338) 82.5%(279/338) 
84.0%(283/337) 86.1 %(290/337) 
73.4%(623/849) 76.4%(649/849) 
84.7%(719/849) 87.4%(742/849) 
68.5%(259/378) 70.6%(267/378) 
77.6%(295/380) 80.3%(305/380) 
93.3%(140/150) 96.0%(144/150) 
97.3%(146/150) 97.3%(146/150) 
88.5%(169/191) 94.2%(180/191) 
93.7%(179/191) 94.8%(181/191 ) 
92.1 %(350/380) 95.8%(364/380) 
96.8%(368/380) 96.8%(368/380) 
86.9%( 423/487) 90.8%( 442/487) 
93.0%( 453/487) 95.1 %( 463/487) 
89.7%(201/224) 93.3%(209/224) 
95.5%(214/224) 97.3%(218/224) 
77.9%(211/271) 82.3%(223/271 ) 
77.9%(211/271) 82.3%(223/271 ) 
86.2%( 436/506) 89.9%( 455/506) 
90.9%( 461/507) 93.3%( 473/507) 
66.2%(307/464) 73.9%(343/464) 
66.2%(307/464) 73.9%(343/464) 
78.4%(345/440) 84.1 %(370/440) 
83.9%( 369 / 440) 87.5%(385/440) 
78.5%(281/358) 83.8%(300/358) 
83.5%(299/358) 85.5%(306/358) 
78.7%( 465/591) 83.6%( 494/591) 
86.1 %(508/590) 87.0%(513/590) 
79.9%(5259/6579) 84.4%(5552/6579) 
86.0%(5659/6583) 88.4%(5822/6583) .. 
WD: usmg dlctIOnary 
D: Dictionary Lookup 

M+D+R 
94.8%(331/349) 
93.4%(341/365) 
97.0%( 486/501) 
95.6%(520/544) 
87.4%(277/317) 
90.3%(288/319) 
83.7%(649/775) 
90.2%(742/823) 
76.2%(266/349) 
83.5%(304/364) 
98.6%(144/146) 
98.7%(146/148) 
96.7%(173/179) 
95.1 %(176/185) 
96.5%(363/376) 
97.1 %(367/378) 
94.6%(439/464) 
95.4%( 460/482) 
96.8%(209/216) 
98.2%(218/222) 
89.6%(223/249) 
89.6%(223/249) 
93.2%( 454/487) 
95.0%(472/497) 
88.6%(319/360) 
88.6%(319/360) 
93.7%(359/383) 
92.6%(374/404) 
91.0%(283/311 ) 
88.3%(295/334) 
91.6%( 488/533) 

i 90.5%(507/560) 
91.1%(5463/5995) 
92.3%(5746/6227) 

R: Rejection 

Table 3: Postprocessing results on words from large clusters(DDM = dd2) 
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CLUSTER 16 DECISION: cats 
WImg.0608 OCR: Afinica's CORRECTION: cats TRUTH: Africa's 
WImg.0044 Ahica)s cats Africa's 
WImg.0172 f*;ca's cats Africa's 
WImg.0723 kica's cats Africa's 
WImg.0133 A*ica's cats Africa's 
WImg.0038 cats cats A:frica's 
CLUSTER 36 --- DECISION: tune 
WImg.0042 tune tune time. 
WImg.0549 tine tune time 
WImg.0738 tirrxe tune time 
CLUSTER 38 DECISION: hats 
WImg.0796 has hats has 
WImg.0801 bus hats has 
WImg.0626 hats hats has 
CLUSTER 41 DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0714 Brazzaville Rejected Brazzaville 
WImg.0325 13razzaville Rejected Brazzaville 
WImg.0519 Brazzavdle Rejected Brazzaville 
CLUSTER 43 DECISION: Pi 
WImg.Ol07 Pik Pi Pik 
WImg.0188 Pi Pi Pik 
WImg.0393 Pi Pik 
CLUSTER 45 --- DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0219 .Mica. Rejected Africa. 
WImg.0410 Airica, Rejected Africa, 
WImg.0691 Afros, Rejected Africa, 
CLUSTER 47 --- DECISION: notary 
WImg.0598 Sitars notary military 
WImg.0045 notary notary military 
WImg.0065 rniEtary notary military 
CLUSTER 51 DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0513 Mmst.er Rejected Minister 
WImg.0106 Mmster Rejected Hinister 
WImg.0070 Moister Rejected Minister 
CLUSTER 52 --- DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0514 Boeta Rejected Botha 
WImg.0242 Boffia Rejected Botha 
CLUSTER 59 --- DECISION: Han 
WImg.0128 Man Man Van 
WImg.Ol11 Van Han Van 
CLUSTER 66 DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0129 Heerden, Rejected Heerden, 
WImg.0112 HeerdenF Rejected Heerden, 
CLUSTER 68 DECISION: agarn 
WImg.0718 agarn agarn again 
WImg.0683 agarn agarn again 
CLUSTER 79 DECISION: economy 
WImg.0788 economy economy economic 
WImg.0825 egonomic economy economic 
CLUSTER 80 DECISION: Rejected 
WImg.0526 Abican Rejected African 
WImg.0656 A*ican Rejected African 

Figure 8: Examples of postprocessing errors from page Al with DD2 and WD 
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SMESSAGE 

The Fourth Annual Symposium on Document Analysis and Information Retrieval is the latest in a 
series of very successful symposiums started in March of 1992. The goal of these meetings is to 
encourage communication between two very different disciplines - the ability to transform an 
image of a paper document into an electronically "understandable" file, and the ability to locate 
specific information in that file. Cross-communication is essential if these two areas plan to do more 
than the serial process of feeding paper into retrieval machines. For example, retrieval systems need 
to take advantage of the structural information that can be provided by good document analysis, and 
this can happen only if both groups have some detailed knowledge of each other's techniques and 
problems. 

The success of these meetings comes from three factors. The first is an ever increasing interest in 
merging results from the disciplines of document analysis and information retrieval into a new 
discipline of document understanding. The quality of the papers submitted to the program committee 
has increased each year, with more papers trying to "bridge the gap" between the two areas. This 
year there were 46 papers submitted, with 25 accepted for oral presentation and 9 for poster 
presentation. Both oral presentations and poster papers are included in these proceedings. 

The second factor is the continued heavy involvement of the entireUNL V / ISRI staff in research and 
testing in this area. This enthusiasm permeates the conference, and the annual reports from this group 
on the third day of the meeting have always been a highlight for me. 

The third factor is the hard work put in by many people to make these symposiums happen. My 
special thanks go to the two program chairs, Larry Spitz and David Lewis, and to their committees 
for their diligence in creating a worthy program for the symposium. These meetings would not 
happen without the work of the staff at ISRI who do the many organizational tasks needed and 
produce the proceedings. Special recognition should go to Tom Nartker, lunichi Kanai, Debbie 
Wallace, Andy Bagdanov, and Mary Guirsch for the immense amount of effort that has gone into 
making this fourth Symposium a success. 

Donna Harman 
Symposium Chair 
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